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Jewish Attacks On Demons The Old Gods And The Gentile Soul
In the Jewish texts such as the Talmud and associated writings of the Jewish leadership they
openly show in their own instructions what their "lesser metatron" is and how to use this. The
Jewish sage Rabbi Avraham the son of Rambam [Maimonides] own writings instruct those who
already didn't understand this the symbolism in the Talmud and the general writings of the
Jewish Sages are instructions that are cloaked in occult symbolism.
The Jewish Rabbi's state in the Jewish texts about the Shadim "Demons" to what they are
doing. The Rabbi's state the Shadim is from the old Babylon term for what is called Jinn, Genie,
Daemon. The description they give of them is the spiritual element of fire. This is symbolic of the
individual and collective spiritual energy the life force and the consciousness of such. This is
also one level of such meaning in the Greek and Roman culture. This is symbolized by the
serpent for the Gentiles. Know this is the key. The word Gentile the Jews call non-Jews the
source of the meaning of this word is Genie, Gen the ancient name of the spiritual class of the
Roman's and Greeks the term Shadim in Hebrew is the term for the Gentiles and the individual
and spiritual consciousness of the Gentiles the soul. Shadim is the term and symbol of the soul
energy and thus consciousness of Gentiles.
The Jewish leadership in their texts mention how King Solomon bound the Shadim with special
golden chains with the name of "god" wrote upon it which gave the chains their power to bind
the Shadim. The gold is symbolic of the energy the vibration of their "god". In Jewish magic the
chains are the symbol of binding spells and are mentioned many times in relation to the Shadim.
The Shadim were bound spiritually and forced to build Solomon's Temple. Solomon's Temple in
Judaism as mention in the Kabbalah is the symbol of the Jewish Global Government.
This is the instructions Solomon's Temple was not built by hammer or physical tool. It was built
by magic the vibration of the 22 Hebrew letters in Judaism. The King of the Shadim is told that
to break the golden chain with the name of "god" upon that that binds Him is......TO ERASE
THE NAME OF GOD ITSELF. The name of "god" Hashem in Hebrew means "The Name" which
is the 22 Hebrew letters and "god" is the word and the word is the 22 Hebrew letters in Judaism.
The Torah is the name of "god" in Kabbalah and its wrote in the 22 Hebrew letters. To break the
chains you have to erase the name of "god" the 22 Hebrew letters.
The other level of meaning is the Jews use the 22 Hebrews letter to attempt to bind our Gods
from being able to interfere against the Jews and their evil plans for the Gentile Peoples and
world. This includes the fact Gentiles are from the admission of the Jews from the physical race
of the Gods and we share gene, soul with them collectively. By undoing this Gods can act freely
again in our world to influence whom they need to and work with the mass consciousness of
Gentiles to liberate the world from the Jews. The Final RTR give power to our Holy Gods to act
with us together as a team.
The Jews call both us human Gentiles and our Gods, "Shadim". Because we are part of the
race of the Gods.

The Jews have psychically, spiritually bound the Gentiles the "Shadim" with the "Name of god"
which is the energy field they have created with the 22 Hebrew letters and the formula's they
arrange them with called the Torah. This is the purpose of Christianity and Islam it binds the
Gentiles into the Torah which the Rabbi's state the real Torah is the energy of the 22 Hebrew
letters.
The only way to undo do this is to "Erase the name of god" which in Judaism is done by
reversing the Hebrew formula's which means to reverse the 22 Hebrew formula's or letters
which form the name of their "god".
This is also the key to why the Reverse Torah Rituals are powerful and work on a total level
despite the amount of Golem slaves the Jews have in Christianity and Islam pouring their
energies into the Jewtrix of energy. The Hebrew Letters from the chains, the actual vessels that
contains the energy like a water vessel holds the waters. If you take the bottom out of a bucket it
will not hold water it will run thought it and dissipate away.
The Final RTR is fulfilling the Prophecy the Rabbi's warned about. That Satan would destroy
them by Reversing the Torah, the 22 Hebrew letters.
The Jewish leadership confess such. Note the speech below the terms "commanding them
[Gentiles] to forge THE CHAINS of their own servility to our future King of the World" They are
quoting out of the books of Jewish witchcraft with the meaning of what was shown in this article.
"We have founded many secret associations, which all work for our purpose, under our orders
and our direction. One of the many triumphs of our Freemasonry is that those Gentiles who
become members of our Lodges, should never suspect that we are using them to build their
own jails, upon whose terraces we shall erect the throne of our universal King of the Jews; and
should never know that we are commanding them to forge the chains of their own
servility to our future King of the World"
-Opening speech made at the B'nai B'rith convention in Paris [published in the Catholic
Gazette, Feb 1936]

The Devil
The term Devil is the name of the kundalini energy its from the Sanskrit title Devi. The
family of European languages are Sanskrit in origin. Devi is the word for the soul
energies in Sanskrit. Devil also meant "little God" in Europe in the sense of the soul as
the microcosm.
In the ancient tradition the body of the Devi was the term for the chakra's their petals and
nadis and how it related to the Sanskrit alphabet. The energy of the serpent was called
Devonic energies and this is what the term Daemonic relates to. Devi is a term for

illuminated individual consciousness in the ancient world. The Roman's and Greeks
called this the Geniji and Daemon/Demon. This was the awakened soul consciousness
that comes with activation of the serpent energy and the opening of the soul and mind its
higher spiritual consciousness. The term Philosopher means Lover of Sophia. Love is
the union of opposites of the soul and Sophia is the serpent energy which also means
wisdom for this reason the awakened consciousness. Genji of the Roman's is where the
term Genius comes from it means the same as Demon. The image of the serpent God
was called the Agathodemoni the "Good Spirit" as its the energy of soul consciousness
the chakra's are consciousness centers that relate to parts of the mind. The Egyptians
called the energy of the serpent "Truth". The Roman spiritual class were called the Gens
from the term Genji. This is the documented origin of the term Gentile. The Jews call us
Gentiles in the ancient world because our entire social culture was based on the serpent
teachings and practices of Yoga which we honored this divine individual soul
consciousness in everything in our culture. Our entire culture was spiritualized. Genji is
also related to the ancient spelling of Gnosis. The ancient Greeks called the Gods
Demons. They stated that Zeus would send a guardian Demon to help a person on the
spiritual path. The Bible calls Zeus, Satan and His Demons.....Demons. That is why. The
serpent is the symbol of Satan whom is also called the Devil because of this. The ancient
image of the Devil is that of Dionysus who is Shiva in the east. Dionysus is the
Agathodemoni. Satan is Sanskrit for Eternal Truth the serpent consciousness of the soul.
That is why the Jews call Gentiles, "Satan's" for the same reason they call us Gentiles.

The Jewish enemy program is openly stated by their Rabbi's to be the creation of one
hive mind for humanity. In their texts the instructions for this are based on driving the
serpent energy down to the root chakra and sealing it off and thus sealing Gentiles off
from their own individuality, full use of their psyche and spiritual power. With the
removal of individuality its then easy to turn people into a program this is also done by
turning people into a walking program a Golem of the Jews by infusing them with the
energy of the earthly Metatron their "god" form they created with the Torah and mass
mind this is the "holy spirit" of the Jewish program of Christianity. This is what they
mean "By The Word Made Flesh" in Judaism its someone who has become an egoless
Torah robot. They have been totally possessed by their thought form of the enemy
program. This is why all the enemy versions of this program from Christianity to
Communism all seek to create a hive mind and repress individuality and remove it. This
is done first on the soul level by the curses in their earthly Metatron to bind the Gentile
spirituality and then everything is done from this level.
The Jews in their mystical legends state that Abraham and the Hebrews went east and
became the Brahmin's. This is alluding to the fact the Jews infiltrated the ancient Hindu
culture and worked to pervert it. Which they did. The oldest Jewish communities are in
India. The later corrupt concepts that form current Hinduism from Buddhism are from the
enemy. The only other place they are found is in the mystical Jewish teachings which
became Kaballah which are the instructions from the Jews on how to conqueror and
corrupt Gentiles. These corrupt enemy teachings in Hinduism are all based on one thing.
Destroying the aspect of the mind the Amkara the ego and then merging with
nothingness and making ones self go literally "extinct" the meaning of Nirvana. Amkara

is in reality the Aum Kara its the ancient title of the Devonic energies and soul
consciousness in the east. The part of the psyche the enemy wants to erase totally from
humanity. Aum is the title of the Trident which is the serpent symbol and Kara is that
which shapes and gives life and meaning. Naturally their Hindu corrupted teachings
would seek to shut off this part of the soul. The Hindu teachings are altered to the point
they are dangerous to practice and can destroy a persons mind they are based on
repressing the serpent energy. All of their corrupted teachings are based on erasing
ones personality and soul consciousness and becoming as stated literally extinct, a
robot. Notice how many of these Hindu Guru's will talk forever like they are the Hindu Dr
Phil but never give any actual spiritual teachings or knowledge a person can use to
advance....What is spiritual about a materialistic self help guru...... They also take your
money.
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